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 But that shouldn't deter a reader if they are looking to find out more, though most of this information is
online and can be found through searches. Gomez seems a bit filled with himself and appears to think his
reserve is the only and best book there is about hair loss. I do like that he acknowledges women's hair
thinning straightaway though, as feminine hair loss is frequently neglected by culture and the medical
community. Very scientific and knowledgeable This is actually the second book I read by Gustavo J.
Talking about every choice available, from replacement surgery options to topical solutions that are low
cost, readers will be well armed with the knowledge of each bonus, perk and success rate available for
today’s hair loss solutions. What you ought to know about effective hair loss treatments today Hair Loss:
CHOICES FOR Restoration and Reversal by Gustavo J Gomez, Ph. I’m uncertain many ppl talk about my
estimation. He does finally get specific about remedies for hair loss, but apart from some brief mentions,
in prior chapters, he doesn’t really enter the specifics of treatment until Chapter 9, which seems like it
takes awhile, given the title of the book. I'll admit that Gomez is incredibly thorough when discussing
numerous treatments for baldness, and I like that he mentions a variety of remedies for baldness including
non-surgical options, such as for example wigs, and alternative therapies. Finally, while I do think that is
an interesting and comprehensive publication, its tone is dried out and academic; it generally does not
read in an exceedingly consumer-friendly style. I did so find the historical info re baldness somewhat
interesting, especially some of the early Egyptian/Greek/Roman tips, but I like history;D., is an very well
written, and interesting book on an extremely common ailment today, hair thinning. Never question hair
thinning again! Previously, an alopecia sufferer could be prepared to spend thousands of dollars, or more,
just trying solutions without a clue. Skillfully developed today, nevertheless, recommend studying the
options included in this volume so that you understand the wide variety of what’s available, and what
would be the most effective based on your unique condition. The book is excellent too because it targets
both male and female . Nothing is left to query, and all you read is supported by research and science. I
also feel that Gomez spends too much time on the different types of hair classification.With nearly thirty
years of encounter and analysis invested into this project, Dr... The book definitely meets its objective in
informing the reader about hair loss and the treatments available.. The book is educational and nonfiction
in character. Dr. I didn't look after the historic perspective. Having a research background and Master's
degree, this book was easier to browse but I discover for the lay person it could become overwhelming
because of the terminology and presentation of the material. This book reads more like it belongs in an
science journal rather then a book for the common person.Dull, but informative book Writer Gustavo J.
Gomez portrays in his writing and research. I would recommend this publication to those wanting to learn
more in depth information about hair loss and treatments. Everything I never knew I needed to know
about hair Admittedly, this is a piece of literature I had not previously considered picking right up since I
nor any member of my family suffer from hair loss thankfully, but I nonetheless learned a great deal about
the topic that was intensely educating but still fascinating. Gomez uses a vast array of resources and
proven research that he completely cites which gives readers an meticulously informed view on the
matter, from knowing about the problem and what causes it to what can be achieved to take care of
it.What I liked about this book is that it is a completely in-depth guidebook to hair loss. This book shares
lots of really little known details and comprehensive explanations of the research regarding hair loss. This
book is an excellent resource for anyone wanting to learn about the causes of hair thinning and the
procedures that are offered to correct the problem. The author's personal trip I experienced didn't add any
worth nor achieved it take away. Gomez goes into great depth on the subject of genetics and the
countless types of hair thinning and how it pertains to both genders. Chapter subjects include background
of hair thinning, types, development cycles, pathology, maturing and medical solutions.Dr. Gomez offers
almost thirty years of knowledge in neuro-scientific treating hair thinning and will have answers for
anybody seeking solutions for this common aliment in today’s society. He also portrays great empathy for



those going through hair thinning and the psychological and social elements this malady can bring into an
individuals life. I was very impressed by the professionalism and psychological understanding Dr. The
brand new, experimental technology was interesting though. An ever growing problem for men and
women, attempting to find a solution that works could be a very costly proposition. Then he exactly
details different scientific strategies that could be used in order to avoid or reverse hair thinning. It has
information on everything from how locks grows to why we lose it, including all of the possible ways of
treating hair loss, no matter what it is that's making you lose your locks. Gomez doesn't simply condition
his opinion on hair thinning or current techniques, he wants to make sure his readers are accurately aware
about the entire subject which makes him even more credible and genuine, therefore worthy of our
period. Gomez will explain everything you need to learn about reversing the effects of alopecia, for both
men and women. Wonderful and Informative Gustavo J. Gomez, Ph.D. talks about probably the most
common embarrassments women and men face. But he does it with compassion and professionalism.
Individuals who have problems with this ailment always look for the next fad, expensive promises, and
aesthetic solutions that never solve. Gomez says to stop allow advertisements fool you and try something
cheap and effective. He goes through the list of choosing the right product, what to search for, how
exactly to spot false products, and how to save money. Yet however I feel like easily did this publication
would provide me reassurance that maybe I can obtain my hair back! I believe he spends a touch too
much period detailing information regarding hair and hair roots, the various types of locks and hair
growth cycles. Gómez and just like the first reserve "private cash lending" the information is quite
detailed and easy to digest. He starts by outlining all the types of hair thinning and just why they occur. If
you're losing hair, if hair loss is common in your loved ones, or if you simply want to make sure your hair
will stay with you as you age - that is a book you must read. Personally, i don't suffer from hair loss. The
book reads kind of like a restoration manual in the sense that it is very detailed and all important factors
are outlined.. The reserve is great too because it targets both male and feminine hair loss. This is a must
read for those folks who want to put hair on a lot more than our upper body. If you need to learn about
why hairloss happens and how exactly to reverse it you might want to read this book! An interesting read
This book is excellent! It offers comprehensive information and detailed solutions concerning hair loss.
An educational and interesting manual for all those seeking advice about personal hair loss situations, as
well as a good examine for supporters of dermatology. Highly Informative! Way more interesting that I
experienced expected.
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